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The State of WAC/WID in 2010: Methods and  
Results of the U.S. Survey of the International 
WAC/WID Mapping Project

As writing across the curriculum (WAC) has matured and diversified as a concept 
and as an organizational structure in U.S. higher education, there has arisen a need 
for accurate, up-to-date information on the presence and characteristics of WAC and 
writing-in-the-disciplines (WID) programs. Following on the only previous nationwide 
survey of WAC/WID in 1987, new data from the U.S./Canada survey of the International 
WAC/WID Mapping Project indicate that the presence of such programs has grown in 
U.S. institutions by roughly one-third. Moreover, clear patterns emerge regarding the 
formal components of these programs, their intra-institutional relationships, funding 
sources, reporting lines, and characteristics of leadership (e.g., faculty rank and length 
of service). Further, a comparison of data from all reporting institutions with those from 
well-established programs indicates some patterns of sustainability. 

I. Introduction
How alive and well is WAC in 2010?
David R. Russell’s history of writing across the curriculum in the United 

States explains that explicit WAC programs in higher education emerged in 
the 1970s out of a serendipitous meeting between democratic social forces and 
a new paradigm of the developmental link between writing and learning, this 
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intellectual ferment occurring in an educational climate ready for curricular 
experiment. As higher education struggled to provide ever-greater access to an 
increasingly large and diverse population (Russell 271–76), even as academic 
disciplines diversified and grew more powerful, the ground was ready for a 
theory of writing growth that linked literacy education with disciplinary study. 

Building on the psycholinguistic theories described and adapted by James 
Britton, Janet Emig, and others (Russell, 276–79), a community of writing teach-
ers from colleges and universities worked with their faculties across disciplines 
to design assignments and methods of response to writing that would help 
students learn and apply disciplinary ways of knowing. Rather than assuming 
writing instruction to be a “transient” need that could be met for all time for 
all students in precollege or first-year courses (see, e.g., Rose), these teachers 
understood that writing instruction would continue as genres and demands 
became more specialized. 

Aided by federal, state, and foundation grants, the number of WAC pro-
grams proliferated into the 1980s, despite, as Russell described them, the many 
factors that always threatened to subvert such efforts: the “institutional inertia” 
of academic hierarchies, the failure to reward teaching in research institutions, 
the perceived time conflict between “delivering content” and responding to 
writing, lack of continuity in leadership, and so on (292–93). To capture sta-
tistically this rapid growth over just more than a decade, Susan McLeod and 
Susan Shirley in 1987 conducted the first nationwide survey of WAC presence 
in higher education. They found that of 1,113 respondents (2,735 institutions 
queried), 427 (38 percent) reported having some form of WAC program. 

In the twenty-two years since publication of their findings in the anthol-
ogy Strengthening Programs in Writing Across the Curriculum, which McLeod 
edited, the question of the continuing popularity of WAC and more nuanced 
questions of the forms, operation, and components of WAC programs have 
regularly arisen in faculty-development workshops, on listservs, at the biennial 
WAC and IWAC conferences, and in the annual Special Interest Group meetings 
of the National (now International) Network of WAC Programs at the Confer-
ence on College Composition and Communication Annual Convention. Chris 
Thaiss, among other consultants to colleges and universities either modifying 
or beginning WAC efforts, has often heard these questions in the context of 
funding and approval decisions by administrators. 

The need for new data arose from several factors that have made it difficult 
to measure the health of WAC. Whereas, for example, WAC in 1987 had been a 
recognized concept after more than ten years of use of the term in professional 
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publications,1 WAC by 2005 (when the current data-gathering project began) 
was familiar to writing teachers and directors, to textbook publishers, and to 
school, college, and university administrators in all parts of the country. There 
were a plethora of composition texts with “across the curriculum” or “in the 
disciplines” in the title, at least two national journals (The WAC Journal and 
Across the Disciplines, ATD), an established online WAC Clearinghouse, an 
established WAC listserv, at least five anthologies of professional articles on 
aspects of program design, and several “how to” books for teachers and program 
leaders; the WAC Network was in its twenty-fifth year, and David R. Russell had 
already written the second edition of his history of “writing in the academic 
disciplines.” Even U.S. News and World Report knew WAC, its having begun in 
2003 to list in its annual “best colleges” issue the colleges and universities with 
the most commitment to “writing in the disciplines,” as perceived by college 
administrators across the land. Based on these events, WAC must surely have 
grown, or at least held steady.

By 2005, however, WAC was so well known that it had long passed its first 
wave as an opportunity for federal, state, and private start-up funding. Many, 
if not most, institutions that embraced WAC by 2005 were doing so largely on 
their own dime. Thus, some programs that had been viable in the 1980s and 
1990s had succumbed to loss of external funding. Moreover, as McLeod and 
Eric Miraglia stressed in the report of a 1997 limited follow-up survey of some 
one hundred programs that had replied to the 1987 questionnaire, most of the 
programs still alive in the late 1990s were still being run by the same director; 
by 2005, many directors who has responded “yes” to the 1987 survey would 
have retired or moved on to other projects. To what extent would the director 
have found a successor, and in how many cases would the program have simply 
melted away without leadership, as the persistent resistances named above, 
plus competition from newer initiatives, overcame support for WAC? From 
informal reports at the annual meetings of the International WAC Network, a 
significant number of schools were attempting to re-start WAC after an earlier 
effort had either faded or had failed to get off the ground.

II. Methods and Media
With advice from McLeod and from George Mason University colleague Terry 
Myers Zawacki, Thaiss in 2005 designed a survey that would be completed by 
respondents online (see Appendix). A first call for responses was issued on the 
WPA, WAC, and W-Center listservs early in 2006. This first call produced just 
over a hundred responses to the questionnaire in the first months of the year.
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Moving to the University of California at Davis in summer 2006, Thaiss 
continued the study with graduate student Tara Porter, who was nearing com-
pletion of her coursework toward a master’s in English, with a concentration 
in the teaching of writing, at nearby California State University, Sacramento. 
She steadily built an email list of WAC directors, composition directors, writing 
center directors, English department chairs, and other likely respondents at 
more than 2,500 U.S. colleges and universities. (In addition, we expanded the 
mailing list to include more than 100 colleges and universities in Canada. The 
Canadian statistics are not analyzed in this article.)

In early 2007, we moved Web information about the survey from Thaiss’s 
homepage to an expanded separate domain on the server, <http://mappingproject. 
ucdavis.edu>. Throughout the data collection from 2007 and into 2008 (we 
stopped collecting new responses in June 2008), Porter sent reminders at 
monthly intervals to institutions that had not yet responded. If an addressee 
or her or his institution had not responded by the fourth reminder or had 
asked to be removed from the mailing list, she searched institutional websites 
for a different potential respondent and sent out a new inquiry. Our eventual 
response rate of 51 percent (1,338 of 2,617 colleges and universities) we credit 
to this ongoing attempt to pinpoint the most likely respondent. 

Confidentiality of Responses
We did not want responses to be anonymous, because we wanted to be able 
to access respondents for a projected follow-up stage of the research. How-
ever, we expected that the lack of anonymity might scare off some potential 
respondents and thus give us a lower rate of return. To lessen this risk, we 
assured respondents that we would not quote them in any presentations or 
publications without their permission. Therefore, we included the following 
statement on the website:

if researchers wish to use names of institutions or names of specific respondents 
in reporting any data from the survey responses at conferences or in publications, 
permission will be asked and received from the particular respondents before the 
names may be used. 

In this article, as in the statistical results already reported on the website and 
delivered in conference presentations, we have honored that policy. As you 
will see below, we do quote respondent comments for illustration of analyses, 
but without attribution. As the research goes on, to deepen the results and 
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to answer questions raised by them, we will obtain permission to publish the 
names of those interviewed or further surveyed.

Survey Design: The Questions
The most basic question we sought to answer is that asked in most queries 
we’ve heard: “How many WAC programs are there in the U.S.?” This is not as 
simple a question as it sounds. Both “WAC” and “program” connote a range 
of meanings that we felt required a number of follow-up questions to tease 
out. For example, we asked respondents to check off “components of faculty 
development” from a list of seven items, and “curricular elements” from a list 
of five. We also asked about duration, program leadership, reporting lines of 
administrators, and sources of funding, among other categories. One reason 
we included a “comments” box at the end of the survey is that we expected 
some respondents to wonder if what they had going at their schools was really 
a “program”; indeed, some respondents did use the space for that purpose.

Moreover, to help respondents interpret our basic question, we added the 
term “initiative” to the first two questions. For example, “Does your institution 
have an initiative or program dedicated to student writing across disciplines, 
e.g., WAC or ‘writing in the disciplines’ (WID)?” From Thaiss’s years of work-
ing with faculty at a broad range of schools who identify themselves and their 
colleagues as “just getting started” with WAC, we didn’t want potential respon-
dents to assume that “program” necessarily implied an office with a nameplate 
and a staff. Indeed, the responses to the question about duration (see Table 4, 
below) showed the validity of our clarification.

The term “WAC” is also somewhat imprecise, although the prevalence 
of the acronym argues for strong recognition of the concept implied, at least 
in the United States. Nevertheless, in our questions and in the title of the 
overall International WAC/WID Mapping Project, we use WID, “writing in the 
disciplines,” as an alternate term. On the website—though not on the survey 
itself—we have offered brief definitions of the acronyms:

 • WAC refers to “writing across the curriculum” and usually implies an 
initiative in an institution to assist teachers across disciplines in using 
student writing as an instructional tool in their teaching

 • WID refers to “writing in disciplines” and usually implies that writing is 
occurring in some form as assignments in subjects or courses in one or 
more disciplines in an institution; it also refers to research that studies 
the theory, structure, and rhetorical properties of writing that occurs in 
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disciplines, whether in teaching the discipline or in disciplinary schol-
arship.

We provided the definitions for those responding to the other survey that is 
part of this project, though the definitions may also have been useful to some 
respondents to the U.S./Canada survey. That companion survey, named the 
“preliminary survey,” is for institutions outside the United States and Canada; 
readers of the website will note that this companion survey does not use the 
term “writing across the curriculum” nor the acronyms in any of the questions, 
since these acronyms are not widely used outside the United States and Canada.2 

The survey reiterates several categories from the 1987 McLeod and Shirley 
survey and then adds several categories. We wanted to (1) make the current 
survey comparable to the earlier in key ways, (2) add options for respondents 
that had not been included in the earlier survey, and (3) account for changes 
in their program structures that individual respondents perceived. The 1987 
survey asked about

Institutional size and type (number of students, public/private, com-
munity college/four-year/MA/PhD)

Source(s) of WAC funding (external/internal and specific source)

Number of years program has been in existence (just starting, 1–2 yrs., 
3–4, 5–6, 7–8, or more)

Components of WAC program (e.g., faculty seminars/workshops, all-
college/university writing committee, writing lab/tutorials, writing 
fellows, on-campus consultant)

Curricular elements (WAC first-year writing course, lower-division 
writing-intensive [WI] courses, upper-level WI courses, adjunct writing 
courses attached to courses in other disciplines)

The 2006–08 survey (see Appendix) asks questions in these categories, 
though with some changes. For example, given the years of WAC’s existence as a 
formal concept, the choices for “number of years” include “just starting,” “1–5,” 
“6–10,” “11–15,” and “more than 15.” In another case, the category “curricular 
elements” also distinguishes between upper-level WI courses taught in other 
departments and WI courses “taught by the English department or composition 
program faculty for students across disciplines.” The category “Components of 
WAC program” has been divided into two categories: “components of faculty 
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development” and “participation in program by” (e.g., writing center), with 
choices added in each of the two categories. Under “sources of program fund-
ing,” the categories are elaborated from two to six.

Several other questions are new in the 2006–08 survey, among them, char-
acteristics of the program director, program assessment, and the importance 
of digital technology.3 The reworded and new questions reflect the maturity 
and elaboration of the WAC and WID concepts over twenty years, with a nod to 
the influence of new technologies. The major conceptual change to the survey 
is that it assumes a history of WAC at many schools: for example, places that 
had, but no longer have, WAC; and a distinction between duration of a director 
and duration of the program. Likewise, in the category “Curricular elements,” 
we ask of each choice “now/at one time/none” as we try to detect the ebb and 
flow of curricular change in an institution.

III. Results and Analysis
The data we have collected can bear analysis in more categories than we have 
attempted in this article. We have chosen to analyze and report those statistics 
that help to answer the most frequent questions we have heard at conferences, 
on listservs, and in consultations. 

1. Programs in Existence or in Planning: Growth over Twenty Years
Question: Reported presence of “an initiative or program dedicated to student 
writing across disciplines, e.g., WAC or ‘writing in the disciplines’ (WID)”

The total U.S. and Canadian responses (1,338) to the current survey are more 
than 51 percent of the just over 2,600 institutions directly queried, a somewhat 
higher response than that to the pre-electronic 1987 survey (43 percent).4 In 
comparison to the “yes” answers in 1987 (418, or 38 percent), the “yes” response 
of 47 percent (625) in 2008 indicates substantial growth in programs over the 
past twenty years. More impressively, of U.S. institutions only, the 568 “yes” 

Table 1. Existence of WAC/WID Programs, 1987 and 2008

Survey Year and Total Responses Yes No

1987 (1,113) 418 695

2006–08 (1,338 U.S./Canada) 625 713

2006–08 (1,126 U.S. only) 568 558
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(51 percent) versus. 558 “no” responses represent growth by one-third in the 
number of U.S. institutions reporting a current WAC program. 

Moreover, of the 558 U.S. institutions that report “no” WAC program in 
2006–08, 152 (27 percent) report having “plans to begin a program.” Combining 
these 152 “plans” responses with the 568 responding “yes” to program pres-
ence results in 720 (64 percent) of all U.S. responses. Thus, well under half (36 
percent) of all U.S. responses comprise a category we might call “neither having 
nor planning a WAC program.” 

2. WAC Program Presence by Type of Institution

PhD-granting: 131 (65%) 

MA/MS-granting: 128 (55%)

BA/BS-granting: 191 (60%)

Community college: 92 (33%)

Perhaps most noteworthy in these results is the markedly lower percentage of 
community colleges reporting programs (33 percent) than institutions in the 
other three categories. This percentage nearly matches the percentage found in 
Barbara R. Stout and Joyce N. Magnotto’s 1987 survey of 1,270 community col-
leges, to which 401 schools responded positively. The Stout-Magnotto study is 
the only prior comprehensive look at WAC in a particular category of institution.

Also noteworthy is the over 60 percent of PhD-granting institutions that 
report having a WAC/WID program. The research-intensive nature of these 
institutions had been thought a hindrance to the development of teaching-
focused initiatives such as WAC (Strenski), so this result bears more analysis in 
comparison with other findings of the survey. Later in the essay, we look at the 
breakdown by institution type in regard to several other questions in the survey.

3. Trends in WAC Leadership: Continuity, Change, and Respect
Looking at the leadership structure of a WAC program is another way of deriving 
a nuanced definition of WAC—and of estimating its health. Three questions 
focus on the program director; another question highlights the existence and 
types of an oversight or policy committee. Standing out from the statistics are 
responses to two of the director questions: the number of years the director 
has served and the director’s academic rank.
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 Number of Years Director Has Served

Less than 1 year: 60

1–5 years: 206

6–10 years: 81

11–15 years: 25

16–20 years: 25

More than 20 years: 13

In nearly half the responses (excluding the category of “other”), the director 
has served 5 years or fewer. Moreover, there were over 100 responses in the 
category “Other,” and these included such variants (reported in comments by 
respondents) as “directed by committee,” “rotating directorship,” and “choosing 
a director.” The pattern of responses to this question is significant in compari-
son to statistics for another question: the number of years the program has 
been in existence.

Number of Years the Program Has Been in Existence

Just starting: 70

1–5: 136

6–10: 98

11–15: 82

Over 15: 158

When we note that the mean average WAC program has existed 6–10 years, 
with more than 35 percent of programs older than 10 years, we conclude that 
most WAC programs have successfully handled the transition from one direc-
tor to another, at least one time. That only 38 directors have served more than 
15 years, while 161 programs have lasted longer than 15 years, suggests that 
many programs have handled leader transitions more than once. This finding 
answers a concern expressed by McLeod and Miraglia in their 1997 follow-
up study of over 100 programs that had existed at the time of the 1987 study. 
Observing that two thirds of these programs still had the original leadership 
of ten or more years before (53), they—and some of the respondents—worried 
that many programs would die after these directors left or retired. We can see 
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from the current results that the great majority of current programs have indeed 
found ways to develop new leaders. 

Conversely, when we note that 418 schools identified themselves as hav-
ing WAC programs in 1987 (McLeod, Strengthening) and 158 now identify 
themselves as having a program older than 15 years, we can see that indeed a 
substantial portion of programs 20 years ago were not able to sustain their mo-
mentum—even though many of the newer programs are “re-starts” of the earlier 
initiatives. We identify reasons for decline of these early programs earlier in this 
report, but one of those reasons would have been failure to transfer leadership. 
Given that WAC programs, like other cross-departmental efforts in schools and 
colleges, tend not to have built-in methods of transferring leadership, such as 
preset terms for chairs or sanctioned voting procedures, a good question for 
further research will be “How do WAC programs change leaders? Have there 
evolved a small set of ways that might be used as models for such transfer?”

No doubt one key factor in finding new leaders is the promise of faculty 
rank. When asked the question of rank of the WAC leader, here is how respon-
dents answered:

Academic Rank of Program Leader

Associate/Full Professor: 225

Assistant Professor: 78

Full-time, Non-tenure-line: 49

Administrative Faculty: 41

Part-time, Non-tenure-line: 9

Other: 80

The first figure jumps out from the statistics: 225, or 47 percent of all those 
who answered the question, reported that the director was an associate or full 
professor. Since many of those who checked the “Other” option did so because 
the program lacks a single and current director (as they answered the question 
on length of service), the proportion of tenured faculty among current WAC 
directors is actually more than 50 percent.

While we can’t compare this figure with earlier studies, because the 
question has never before been asked of a nationwide sample, we can reason-
ably speculate that this proportion would be significantly higher now than in 
the earlier years of defined WAC programs, much as the position director of 
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composition now is held by a much higher proportion of tenured faculty than 
in earlier years. We also know that director of WAC, like director of composi-
tion, has become a frequent object of national searches, and that rising rank is 
one consequence of a competitive market in which talented candidates have 
a choice of jobs. Note that we did not ask in the survey if the current director 
had moved into a tenured position after becoming director—thus implying that 
the administrative post had not hindered chances for tenure and may actually 
have helped the candidate. Again, given that the typical current director has 
served five or fewer years, it is highly likely that most of the tenured directors 
had the current rank at or not long after they took the leadership role. 

WAC directors on tenure lines comprise roughly 75 percent of responses 
outside the “Other” option, indicating quite strongly that serving in this capac-
ity is seen as compatible with qualities for tenurability. It is worth noting that 
when we break down the figures by type of institution, 18 percent of directors 
at four-year colleges are assistant professors, while only 9 percent are assistant 
professors at PhD-granting schools (in contrast to 50 percent of directors at 
the associate or full level). This contrast between types of institution perhaps 
indicates the higher scholarship expectations of research universities and a 
corresponding hesitancy to put assistant professors in administrative positions. 

 Release Time for Director (course releases per year)

  One: 77   Five: 8
 Two: 119  Six: 31
 Three: 27  None: 121
 Four: 33  N/A: 64

Certainly a significant incentive for faculty to take on WAC/WID leadership 
is reduction in other expected activity. Such reductions show respect for the 
work involved. We chose to ask about reduction in teaching load because this 
has been a traditional and common trade-off for faculty who also administer. 
However, we hasten to add that reassigned time is only one type of support for 
WAC/WID activity and leadership. A more comprehensive study of funding 
of WAC, such as we suggest later in the essay, would seek responses to a range 
of ways by which institutions may show respect and support for the work of 
teachers and students in a WAC context.
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Most of our respondents answered the question about “course release” as 
asked: “one,” “two,” “none,” and so on, and these easily fit our grid. Also easily 
fitting the question were easily interpreted editorial comments: “Course release? 
Can you hear me laughing?”

But more than a third qualified or elaborated their responses in ways  
that show the diversity of WAC directorial arrangements. The simplest elabo-
ration offered us the context of teaching load: “Teaching load is 3/2. I teach 
1/1”; “2 courses per year (usual course load is eight per year).” Some gave us 
percentages, not course numbers: “I teach 50%”; “The director’s teaching is 
reduced 20%.” In order to fit such responses into the grid, we made the deci-
sion to count the average teaching load as six and then to multiply it by the 
percentage: thus, “50%” becomes three courses out of the average load of six. 
This decision causes inaccuracies in some specific instances, but in the absence 
of a clearer response—such as, “50% release from a course load of 8”—the use 
of six as an average fits the reported range between “four,” the lowest, and “ten,” 
the highest. Thus, in interpreting the grid above, readers should see the figures 
as informed estimates based on the responses, and not as absolute.

Complicating the statistical task further, but revealing the diversity of 
administrative configurations, were the many responses that described over-
lapping administrative duties:

No release specifically for WAC, but I am also the Assessment Coordinator, and, 
as such, I work with faculty to ensure they are engaged in WAC, as writing is a 
central component of Gen Ed Assessment. 

Because I direct the University Center for Excellence in Writing (Writing Center 
with five locations) and direct WAC, I receive three courses off a year. Rather than 
2/3, I teach 1/1.

Associate Dean has two course releases out of a 2/3 teaching commitment.

There is no course release for the WAC program; stipends are provided. The WC 
director is one of the co-leaders, and she has a two-course release for WC, but it 
is not directly related to WAC.

In those cases where respondents showed multiple administrative duties and 
gave no indication of course release, we placed the response in the N/A cat-
egory, along with the many that replied simply and cryptically, “N/A.” However, 
where the response showed both multiple duties and an overall course release, 
we allocated a fraction to WAC. For example, in the response quoted above:
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Because I direct the University Center for Excellence in Writing (Writing Center 
with five locations) and direct WAC, I receive three courses off a year. Rather than 
2/3, I teach 1/1,

we chose to allocate one of the three course releases to WAC directorship.
Also intriguing are the responses in the “none” category. While most of 

these responses were simply “none” or “no release,” a few suggested a more 
complex interpretation, such as the following:

My work as director of our program is my full-time appointment. By choice, I teach 
one class a year. However, the “course release” model does not apply because I do 
not report to a department but to the provost.

None. Director gets a stipend.

None. The leader is an administrator.

We interpret with some confidence that the great majority of “0” responses 
imply a teacher who gets no course release for WAC administration, as exem-
plified by a longer response:

None. Everyone at the college teaches 8 courses a year.

We understand that responses like the three quoted above show different 
methods of granting respect for the administrative costs. Indeed, in those few 
cases where “none” was followed by a statement such as “the WAC director is 
a full-time administrative appointment,” we placed the response in the “six” 
category, again using our average course load, rather than listing the response 
as “N/A.”

So, while we ask the reader to keep these several caveats in mind in read-
ing our data on this question, we’ll note that, according to these numbers, 290 
responses (61 percent) indicated some course release for directing WAC, and 
121 (26 percent) indicated none, with 64 (14 percent) listed as N/A. Of those 
with course release, the median is 2 course releases, and the mean is 2.3. Again, 
course loads varied between 4 and 10, so the average release would be 2 courses 
from a 6-course load.

Certainly, further study of the data can find if there is correlation between 
the amount of course release and the complexity of the program. Also, the va-
garies of these results indicate need for a more sophisticated design targeted 
to this one aspect of WAC program structure and operation. Nevertheless, 
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the weight of the evidence shows that most institutions with WAC programs 
are respecting the work of directors through release time. Those just starting 
programs or arguing for formal recognition of their work can point to these 
figures in their negotiations for support. 

Reporting Lines of Directors
Considering WAC leadership at a school also means looking at the director’s 
(and the program’s) niche in the administrative organization chart, as well as 
in the faculty governance and curriculum structure. We asked two questions 
to open this inquiry:

To whom does the program director report?

Which other offices or functions “participate” in the WAC program?

The first of these questions probes hierarchy and was also meant to indicate top 
administrators’ sense of the centrality of the WAC program. Here are the results:

Reporting Lines of Directors

Academic Vice President: 198 (37%)

College or Division Head: 110 (21%)

Department Chair: 72 (14%)

Other: 151 (28%)

Typical responses in the “Other” category (e.g., “Academic Dean,” “Faculty Sen-
ate,” “Dean of Undergraduate Studies”) reinforce the proportions of responses 
in the first three categories. Taken together, all responses show that the great 
majority of schools want their placement of the WAC program in the hierarchy 
to show their cross-departmental—and, in a plurality of universities, cross-
college—mission. Indeed, the prevalence of a central reporting line is surpris-
ingly clear, given what we all know of the often tangled or split reporting and 
funding lines in academia. These lines usually (well, at least sometimes) make 
sense to those in the institution, but they are often very hard to explain to out-
siders. In our own university, for example, the WAC Program, which is part of 
the independent University Writing Program, reports both to the vice provost 
for undergraduate education and the dean of Humanities, Arts, and Cultural 
Studies; it also receives some funding from the dean of the Graduate School. 
While “Other” responses to some degree indicate this splitting of reporting 
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lines, the overall emphasis is unambiguous: WAC programs usually report to 
units larger than a department.

The second question, to which respondents replied by checking all cat-
egories that applied, included two categories that open inquiry into faculty 
governance and WAC: 

An all-university writing and/or writing and speaking committee

Writing and/or writing and speaking committee with internal and external 
members

In both MA-granting and PhD-granting schools, the percentage having the first 
option was more than 41 percent; the percentage having the second structure 
was roughly 13 percent. Percentages at both four-year colleges (35 percent and 
10 percent) and at community colleges (27 percent and 8 percent) were lower, 
perhaps owing to the university bias in the question: the options should have 
read “all-institutional”; nevertheless, that responses for these two groups were 
as high as they were shows that most respondents understood the questions 
as intended. 

Across all types of schools, therefore, between 34 percent and 56 percent 
have, in addition to a director, a committee as a governance structure, thus 
reinforcing in these schools the institutional sense of the cross-collegial nature 
of WAC. Moreover, such leadership structures indicate desire on the part of 
faculties to be stakeholders in WAC. We hasten to add that these responses do 
not in any way show the functions of these committees, their specific makeup, 
how members are chosen, nor their power to shape policy. All those questions 
are subjects for further study.

4. WAC/WID Program Components: The Common, but Complicated, 
Link between WAC and “ Writing Intensive” Requirements

Total Responding Institutions with WAC/WID Initiative: 568 (of 1,126)

Lower-Division Writing-Intensive Courses Taught in Other Departments: 
316 (56% of 568)

Upper-Division Writing-Intensive Courses Taught in Other Departments: 
330 (58%)
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Upper-Division Writing-Intensive Courses Taught by English Depart-
ment or Composition Program Faculty for Students Across Disciplines: 
206 (36%)

Writing Courses Attached to Courses in Another Discipline: 155 (27%)

Toward defining WAC and estimating its health, these numbers show that the 
great majority of existing WAC programs have some form of “writing intensive” 
(WI) courses5. Although the survey did not define “writing intensive,” and al-
though institutions use diverse terms to indicate courses that pay particular 
attention to student writing (e.g., “writing emphasis,” “writing in the major,” 
“writing experience”), the unquestioning positive response to the question by 
most respondents shows the widespread understanding of the term. Indeed, 
93 percent of programs checked at least one of these four options. As we show 
later in the essay, the presence of WI courses, along with the offering of faculty 
development workshops and of cooperation with a writing center, correlate 
most closely with an institution’s “yes” response to the presence of WAC. 

In some instances, comments show that even where other typical ele-
ments of WAC may be lacking, an institution’s WI requirement provoked a 
“yes” response to the question, “Do you have a WAC program?” as in the fol-
lowing example:

We do not have a WAC ‘program’ with a director, WAC office, support staff, etc. 
We do require all students to complete four writing intensive courses: two comp 
classes and two in their major field.

Therefore, for some institutions, the WAC program is the writing intensive 
requirement. One respondent writes, “As I understand it, [WAC] consists, 
at this university, of designating certain classes as ‘writing intensive’ and 
requiring papers in almost all classes—including physical education.” Such 
an understanding corroborates Charles Bazerman’s definition of WAC as “the 
pedagogical and curricular attention to writing occurring in university subject 
matter classes other than those offered by composition or writing programs” 
(9)—or what we include on the Mapping Project website in our definition, not 
of WAC, but of “writing in disciplines” (WID): “writing is occurring in some 
form as assignments in subjects or courses in one or more disciplines in an 
institution” (Thaiss and Porter). Our definition of WAC on the website gives 
priority to the faculty development aspect: to wit, a program or initiative used 
to “assist teachers across disciplines in using student writing as an instructional 
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tool in their teaching.” Since our aim in the survey is to see how the respondents 
are defining “WAC program or initiative” in practical terms, these definitions 
are not included in the survey itself.

Conversely, a few comments similar to those quoted in the previous 
paragraph accompanied “No” responses to the primary question. To these 
respondents, the mere presence of an on-the-books WI requirement, or knowl-
edge that teachers outside composition classes were indeed requiring their 
students to write, did not signify WAC status. Indeed, because many of those 
who answered “No” to the primary question did not complete the full survey, 
we can’t know from these results how many “No WAC” respondents work in 
programs that do have WI-type requirements but do not have the features (e.g., 
regular faculty development workshops) that to these respondents signify WAC.

Significant in the statistics, however, was the quite equal distribution of 
WI courses in the lower and upper divisions, with 38 percent of responding 
institutions checking both responses. Looking at the responses by institution 
type, we note, as we would expect, that the community college respondents 
indicated a ratio of roughly 3/1 between lower-division and upper-division 
WI courses. The lower-division/upper-division differential for four-year and 
graduate degree–granting institutions was 61 percent versus 63 percent and 
54 percent versus 65 percent, respectively. Thus, while the WI course taught 
in departments outside the writing program/English department is a clear-
majority phenomenon in WAC programs, a large minority (37–46 percent) do 
not use this structure. 

When we break down the figures by younger (new to ten-year-old) pro-
grams and older (eleven or more years), we find that more-established programs 
have a higher percentage of both lower-division and upper-division WI courses: 
55 percent versus 59 percent for lower-division and 52 percent versus 65 percent 
for upper-division courses. The latter figures, especially, show that the WI course 
is more likely to be offered as a program matures, corroborating the concept of 
WI as a “second stage” phenomenon (Bloom and Gebhardt; McLeod “Writing”). 
However, even programs in the categories of “just starting” and 1–5 years show 
close to a majority with WI offerings at both levels of the curriculum. Clearly, 
in 2010, the WI course is considered a common, if not essential, component of 
the definition of WAC, regardless of the age of the program. 

Where and by Whom the WI Course Is Taught
We note that 206 (36 percent) of the 568 “Yes” respondents marked an “upper-
division WI course taught by English Department or Composition Program 
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faculty for students across disciplines.” Our survey does not ask for details of 
such courses, but we assume that they include the many varieties of advanced 
writing courses focused on disciplines and professions (e.g., technical writing, 
professional writing) taught in U.S. colleges and universities. While WAC/WID 
is often thought of as depending mainly on the training of scholars-teachers 
outside the writing program or English department to use student writing in 
their pedagogy, these responses indicate the widespread viability of writing 
program faculty as teachers of writing in WID contexts. Even though, as Lynn 
Bloom points out in her essay in Coming of Age: The Advanced Writing Curricu-
lum, faculty for these courses are mostly “literary or linguistics scholars who 
. . . learned how to teach the course by teaching it,” it should not be assumed that 
these writing program or English department instructors are mostly struggling 
to teach genres well outside their expertise. Instead, these statistics reflect to 
some extent the growing number of technical or professional communications 
majors and graduate students influencing the profession, as well as faculty 
with significant experience as writers in the fields and professions named in 
course titles. Moreover, the younger and older WAC programs that report having 
this structure do so in roughly equal percentages, 39 percent and 36 percent, 
respectively. If we can project over this time span, even with turnover of teach-
ing faculty, a growing expertise among professionals in these programs in the 
genres and rhetorical exigencies of different disciplines, then entering degree 
becomes of limited significance in portraying “WAC/WID faculty.” 

Note also that 150 (24 percent) of the respondents checked both this 
category and either the lower-division or upper-division categories analyzed 
earlier. Such programs (of which George Mason University and University of 
California, Davis are examples) show a both/and concept of responsibility for 
teaching writing in a WAC setting. This bimodal offering of WI courses between 
the writing program or English department and other disciplines suggests 
a purposeful blending of differing responsibilities. In Engaged Writers and 
Dynamic Disciplines, Thaiss and Zawacki characterize this sharing of roles as 
follows, as they account for the comments of students in their focus groups:

But students also need, we think, many more opportunities than they currently 
have to articulate what it is they understand and why that knowledge matters 
to their growth as writers. For some students in our focus groups, particularly 
those in advanced composition for science and technology majors, the English 
class was the place where they encountered focused conversations about writing. 
. . . [As] John, [an] engineering major, said, “What’s been most valuable to me in 
this [advanced writing] course is that it has made me aware of the things that I’m 
doing when I write in my other courses.” (121) 
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5. The Symbiotic WAC/Writing Center Connection

Total Institutions Reporting WAC Programs: 568 (51% of all  
respondents)

WAC Programs “in” the Writing Center: 195 (34% of 568)

Writing Center “Participates” in WAC: 397 (70% of 568)

Even more prevalent than any of the specific categories of WI courses in WAC 
programs is the connection between WAC and writing centers. Our statistics 
show that 70 percent of all reported WAC programs include “participation” 
by the writing center. Individual responses suggest what this “participation” 
can mean:

Our program is small—anchored in the Writing Center and in an upper-division 
discipline-specific writing course located in each college.

I was unsure about how to answer the question about whether the Writing Center 
‘participates’ in my program. We are separate programs. The writing center sup-
ports students in Writing Intensive courses and works with faculty who require 
students to go, but [these services] are not directly related to my program.

The third component in our WAC is the Writing Center. The Center will support 
our efforts to infuse meaningful writing in as many disciplines as we can by sup-
porting faculty assigning the writing.

Our Writing Center Director gives a roundtable session each long semester where 
handouts are given out, discussion is encouraged and faculty are encouraged to 
contact the Director for further info on designing and assessing writing assign-
ments. The Writing Center also maintains a website dedicated to faculty interested 
in writing assignments.

The existing literature captures the range of relationships between WAC pro-
grams and writing centers; comments by our respondents, such as those cited 
above, reflect part of this range. That all of our respondents who commented 
on the WAC/writing center “participation” suggested compatibility, if not a 
closer relationship, tends to reinforce Ann B. Dobie’s view that both programs 
are “heading toward the same destination.” Or Judy Gill’s remark: “Fundamen-
tally [writing center and WAC] goals are in accord, not in opposition.” Neither 
our statistics nor the comments are sufficiently nuanced to confirm or refute 
more subtle distinctions such as those drawn by Michael A. Pemberton, who 
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distinguishes the emphasis of WAC/WID programs on rhetorical differences 
among disciplines from the emphasis of many writing centers on characteristics 
of academic writing that disciplines share. 

Comments helped us see diverse ways in which WAC and writing cen-
ters work together. In some cases, they are actually the same program. Some 
program directors indicated that they had writing centers “integrated into 
the WAC program.” In other cases, the WAC program is a part of the writing 
center. (Note the 195 responders in the table above who marked “WAC in the 
Writing Center”). As Dobie recognized in 1998, “Some WAC programs operate 
in institutions that have no Writing Center; at others, the Writing Center is 
the program.” 

As with those respondents who said that their schools had WI but not 
WAC programs, so some who claimed not to have a WAC “program or initiative” 
nevertheless described WAC- or WID-inspired writing centers:

Our institution developed a Writing Center to address WAC concerns. The center 
provided writing help for students; this would theoretically allow professors to 
integrate more writing into their syllabi. The center has probably accomplished 
this goal to a degree, although it could by no means be considered a WAC/WID 
program or initiative. 

Though the college has done ‘WAC’ like projects in the past, these have not been 
ongoing or self-perpetuating projects. Based on the questions below, [our institu-
tion] does not have any formal WAC/WID program. However, the Writing Center 
(which is not housed in the English department) does have a strong WAC focus.

Our Writing Center services all student writing assignments and offers workshop-
type writing instruction for content courses when requested.

On campuses such as these, WAC seems to operate as concept or motivational 
theory, but it is the writing center that enacts the theory, and “WAC” per se may 
or may not be a key term outside the center. In seeking contacts as we built 
our mailing list, Porter often found WAC survey informants through writing 
center websites when we were unable to find any mention of WAC on the col-
lege or university website. While this arrangement seemed to be succeeding 
on some campuses, the lack of a separate identity for WAC was noted by a few 
as a real deficit: 

WAC went in a budget cut years ago. Everyone knows it’s a good idea, but the 
university is too broke to fund it in any serious way and the faculty with WAC 
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credentials in the English Department don’t have time to do more than offer the 
occasional special 3-day program on how to do it. We do a little WAC in our writ-
ing center, but just with students, not faculty.

I have approached our chair about hiring a WAC director. Not being a composi-
tionist, she asked me why we needed such a person when we just hired a Writing 
Center Director. What to say?

Given the close relationships of so many WAC programs and writing centers, 
we don’t have an easy answer to the chair’s question in the citation just above, 
except perhaps to say, “There’s just so much a writing center can do.” With 
well over 50 percent of WAC programs having WI or similar requirements, the 
respondent might ask the chair who would administer such a requirement at 
this institution. Moreover, if, as the statistics below show, faculty development 
is the most common characteristic of a WAC program, who will take the lead in 
providing the help faculty need—or even in helping faculty across disciplines 
acknowledge their role in student writing? 

6. Faculty Development: Workshops at the Heart of WAC

 Components of faculty development

 Faculty seminar: 185 (33% of 568)

 Faculty workshops: 443 (78%)

 Follow-up interviews or meetings: 258 (45%)

 Informal but regular gatherings: 223 (39%)

 Collaborative faculty research: 104 (18%)

 Program-sponsored travel to conferences: 160 (28%)

 In-house publications: 126 (22%)

Virtually all respondents who claimed a WAC initiative for their institutions 
marked at least one of the seven options in the table above. The 78 percent in 
the category “faculty workshops” as a component of faculty development was 
the highest percentage in regard to any WAC feature across the survey. This 
figure rises to 87 percent when we look at more-established programs (those 
more than ten years old). There seems little doubt that the answer to the ques-
tion “What is WAC?” includes faculty development—and that easily the most 
common feature of that work with teachers is the workshop.
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As with the rest of the survey, we did not give definitions of the several 
terms in this question on components of faculty development but relied on 
respondent familiarity with at least some of the literature on WAC faculty ser-
vices.6 We realize that there may have been some overlap in understandings of 
the terms “workshop” and “seminar,” but in part we paired the terms in hopes 
of capturing respondents who preferred one term to the other. However, the 
fact that 173 respondents marked both “seminar” and “workshop,” and only 
10 marked just “seminar,” indicates most respondents’ differentiation of these 
terms. 

In contrast to the commonality of workshops, the other options we offered 
respondents to this question drew markedly fewer checks, with those options 
requiring the most additional funding and, arguably, the most additional time 
(collaborative research, conference funding support, in-house publications) 
being least represented. Nevertheless, we hasten to point out that, for example, 
the 28 percent of programs that support conference travel is not an insignificant 
number. Clearly, workshops and the other forms of faculty development that 
bring teachers face-to-face to work on the uses of writing in teaching remain 
the staple activities of WAC programs. 

7. Sources of Funding

Internal—Department: 120 (21% of 568)

Internal—College or Division: 231 (41%)

Internal—Central Administration: 250 (44%)

Internal—Cross-College System: 32 (6%)

External—Government: 19 (3%)

External—Foundation or Private Donor: 42 (7%)

Other: 55 (10%)

In answering how “alive and well” WAC is, our statistics let us assert that to 
the extent that WAC is alive and well, it’s because of internal funding. Regard-
less of the age of the program, the distributions in the table above hold fairly 
constant, with a slightly greater percentage of younger programs having some 
external funding. Note that the percentages on internal sources of funds roughly 
parallel the percentages on reporting lines for directors. That administrators 
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above the department level are largely footing the bill for WAC testifies to their 
sense that WAC benefits many departments. 

We did not attempt in this survey to collect data on the size of budgets 
for WAC. Even if respondents felt at liberty to divulge amounts devoted to 
WAC activities, release time, staff, equipment, classroom space, and so forth, 
we would have run into accounting methods so diverse as to have made the 
data unusable. We would welcome a careful study that attempts to capture 
these elusive data.

8. Electronic Technology

Important in the institution, but not essential in your program: 263 
(46% of 568)

Important in the institution and essential in your program: 170 (30%)

Not important in the institution, but essential in your program: 8 (1%)

Minimally or not important: 91 (16%)

The responses to this, our only question exclusively devoted to WAC and 
electronic technology, correlated roughly with the responses to technology-
related options in two other questions: “program emphases” and “participation 
in program by.” In the question on “program emphases,” the option “applying 
new technologies to learning” garnered a 32 percent response, notable, but still 
far short of the 71 percent who marked “critical thinking,” the 75 percent who 
marked “writing and/or speaking to learn,” and the 76 percent who marked 
“learning disciplinary conventions of writing and/or speaking.”

Program Emphases

Writing and/or speaking to learn: 427 (75%)

Learning disciplinary conventions of writing and/or speaking: 432 (76%)

Preparing students for the workplace: 204 (36%)

Applying new technologies to learning: 182 (32%)

Critical thinking: 403 (71%)

Proficiency in standard written English: 346 (61%)

Similarly, under “participation in program by,” the option “technology support 
and instruction” drew a 31 percent response, again substantial, though not 
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in comparison to the 70 percent response for “writing center” (as described 
earlier). 

Still, in trying to measure the impact of electronic technologies on WAC, 
we should keep in mind Karen J. Lunsford’s caution that some uses of tech-
nologies in WAC—such as course management systems—may have become so 
commonplace that we no longer see them as “emphases” or “goals.” Ironically, 
that “critical thinking,” “writing to learn,” and “learning disciplinary conventions 
of writing” score highest as program emphases may attest to the continuing 
challenge of helping students achieve in these areas, as well as the continuing 
challenge to leaders to build a “WAC culture” in their institutions. 

Toward defining WAC, we can state that the great majority of our respon-
dents did not see the growth of electronic technology per se closely connected 
to their idea of WAC. Now, the 32 percent response here might be useful as a 
benchmark for future iterations of the survey, just as the 32 percent here might 
reveal a significant rise over earlier iterations, did such exist. But, at least in 
2010, the traditional WAC pillars of “writing to learn” and “learning disciplinary 
conventions of writing” continue to hold the theoretical center.

9. Program Assessment

Ongoing formal assessment by institutional committee: 235 (41% of 568)

State or regional mandated assessment: 81 (14%)

Assessment explicitly targets student writing proficiency: 238 (42%)

Assessment explicitly targets faculty development components: 121 (21%)

Just as in the previous discussion of electronic technology and WAC, we state 
here that a prior iteration of this survey, did such exist, would probably have 
shown a substantially lower response rate than the 41 percent registered 
here for “ongoing formal assessment” of the WAC program. Given that WAC 
assessment has been a concern of the literature for fewer than fifteen years,7 
and formal program assessment in universities still lacks agreed-on models, 
the 41 percent response rate to the first option in this question—and the 42 
percent response to the third option—are well nigh remarkable and certainly 
bear further investigation. (The special 2009 issue of Across the Disciplines 
devoted to examples of WAC assessment provides a range of models developed 
at a range of institutions.) While we can’t say yet that newer WAC programs 
have categorically accepted the need to assess—indeed, programs over ten 
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years old have a somewhat higher response rate to option 1 than do younger 
programs—we think it likely that this rate will rise substantially in later itera-
tions of the survey. 

IV. Sustainable WAC
Given that WAC programs, like other cross-departmental efforts, lack the bud-
getary stability of academic departments, it may seem remarkable that almost 
42 percent (240) of the reporting WAC programs are older than ten years and 
28 percent (158) are older than fifteen. Lest anyone think that sustaining WAC 
is easy, however, we have also noted that well over half of the 418 programs 
identified in the 1987 survey either no longer exist or have been “restarted” in 
the years since. Pending a more focused survey (which Porter has begun) on the 
question of sustainability, what, we wondered, can our present statistics and 
the comments of respondents tell us about patterns of program elements that 
tend to keep a WAC program running? The question of program sustainability 
intrigues all whose programs are working with shifting budgets and evolving 
goals and features. To attempt to answer this question, we analyzed statistics 
from the roughly 42 percent of current programs that are older than ten years.

In this section, we discuss features of long-standing programs and occa-
sionally point out moments when statistics differ significantly between younger 
and older programs. By focusing on older programs, we do not imply that they 
are somehow more successful than younger programs, but we can assume that 
they may have some program features that contribute to program longevity.

1. Academic Rank of the Program Leader

Administrative Faculty: 13 (5% of 240)

Assistant Professor: 30 (13%)

Associate/Full Professor: 128 (53%)

Full-time, Non-tenure line: 25 (10%)

Part-time, Non-tenure line: 4 (2%)

The largest portions of WAC program directors in older programs are associ-
ate or full professors. Indeed, 66 percent of directors in older programs are in 
tenure lines (53 percent are tenured), compared with 55 percent in younger 
programs (40 percent are tenured). Some portion of the difference in the 
percentages of tenured faculty may be accounted for by the achievement of 
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tenure, as programs mature, by directors who were assistant professors. The 
overall higher percentage of tenure-line directors in older programs tends to 
support the claim that WAC becomes a long-term priority in institutions that 
place tenure-line faculty in the leadership position.

2. Reporting Lines of Directors
While a substantial majority of the leaders of older programs reported to an 
academic vice president or a college or division head (62 percent), fewer than 
50 percent of the younger programs reported to these upper administrators. 
These findings reinforce the idea that programs are more sustainable when 
the leadership is connected more closely to the administrative center. The 
program is therefore expected to address needs of multiple departments but, 
most importantly, to address institution-wide concerns.

Program Leader Reports To

Academic Vice President: 86 (36% of 240)

College or Division Head: 62 (26%)

Department Chair: 23 (10%)

Other: 64 (27%)

3. Director’s Length of Service: Advantages of Continuity
We showed earlier that, by our statistics, the “typical” WAC program has 
changed directors at least once; therefore, it has successfully confronted the 
challenge of change of leadership. This assertion holds true for both younger and 
older programs. Nevertheless, among the older programs, the average length of 
service of the current director is significantly greater than that of directors of 
younger programs. While it might seem obvious that older programs would have 
a higher percentage of directors with longer terms, what stands out from the 
statistics is how relatively few older programs have directors who have served 
fewer than five years. In only 37 percent of cases has the director of an older 
program served five years or fewer, whereas well over 62 percent of directors 
of younger programs fit this category. This difference suggests that continuity 
of leadership is a factor in program longevity: the average director of an older 
program has served six to ten years, meaning that, while most older programs 
have had to change directors, often more than once, these changes have been 
kept to a minimum. As stated earlier, a good study of how leadership change 
in WAC programs is managed remains to be done. 
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4. Cooperative Links with Other Offices and Services, as Well as across 
Disciplines
Many WAC programs maintain their presence at the institution through rela-
tionships with other services and offices. One strong connection in particular 
is the WAC/writing center relationship. Survey results show 75 percent of the 
long-standing programs—7 percent higher than for all respondents—have some 
kind of connection with the writing center, as described in greater detail earlier.

Writing Center: 182 (75% of 240)

Writing Fellows or TAs: 69 (29%)

An All-University Writing Committee: 94 (39%)

Writing and/or Writing and Speaking Committee with Internal and 
External Members: 22 (9%)

Technology Support and Instruction: 86 (36%)

Library and/or Research Instruction: 114 (48%)

Other: 37 (15%)

Another notable connection is with the library, where 48 percent of the long-
standing programs report participation by the library staff in the work of the 
WAC program. These connections allow WAC program directors to tap into 
resources and talents that other programs have to offer. Such relationships 
often work reciprocally, with participation in WAC seen by co-operating offices 
and services as part of their own justification. Therefore, such relationships 
promote the longevity of both partners. As Barbara E. Walvoord emphasized 
in her 1996 essay “The Future of WAC,” one way that “social movements” such 
as WAC survive and thrive is by bonding with other priorities of the institution. 

5. Faculty Development Workshops

Faculty Seminar: 80 (33% of 240)

Faculty Workshops: 208 (87%)

Follow-up Interview or Meeting with Faculty: 118 (49%)

Informal but Regular Gatherings: 106 (44%)

Collaborative Faculty Research Projects: 46 (19%)
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Program-Sponsored Travel to Conferences: 76 (32%)

In-house Program-Related Publications: 54 (23%)

The program feature of the highest frequency in long-standing programs is the 
faculty workshop (87 percent)—even more synonymous with older programs 
than with all programs reporting (78 percent). In “Beyond the First Workshop: 
What Else Can You Do to Help Faculty?” Margot Soven, like many other WAC 
commentators, stresses the importance of including faculty workshops in a 
WAC program in order to generate enthusiasm and assist in curricular reform. 
WAC program leaders offer workshops to assist faculty members with inte-
grating writing in their courses. The workshops also allow faculty members 
attending the workshop to share their own tips with one another for using and 
responding to writing in their classes.

6. Presence of Upper-Division WI Courses Taught in the Disciplines
The prevalence of upper-division writing-intensive courses taught in other 
departments was much greater with the long-standing programs than with 
the younger programs (a 13 percent difference). Of the programs that were five 
or fewer years old, 52 percent have upper-division WI courses taught in other 
disciplines. The percentage increases dramatically with programs between six 
and ten years, to 65 percent. This percentage holds fairly steady for programs 
above ten years. (The numbers for lower-division WI courses taught in other 
disciplines are lower but still show an increase from 54 percent to 59 percent 
for older programs.)

These increases corroborate McLeod’s 1989 contention that once programs 
have made faculty workshops a consistent feature, they also begin working on 
infusing writing across the curriculum through requirements (“Writing”). 
However, it is important to reiterate that while 67 percent of the older programs 
have “WI” or similarly named courses taught in other disciplines, 18 percent 
of the older programs do not have these courses. This comparison shows that 
although having WI courses taught in other disciplines might be common, it 
is not essential to the longevity of a program. 

The statistics suggest that if WI or similar requirements are instituted 
at an appropriate time in the evolution of a program, then that curricular 
presence creates a continuing need for the kinds of faculty development and 
assessment services provided by the WAC program. However, as the several 
comments we quoted earlier attest, the mere presence of such requirements 
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in a school catalog, without those faculty development activities, do not make 
a WAC program. 

V. Conclusion
So, back to our opening question: “How alive and well is WAC?” Toward answer-
ing the wellness question, we have sought throughout our analysis and in this 
essay first to define just what, to our respondents, is this “WAC” about which 
we are so concerned. The different parts of our analysis support the following 
consensus definition:

 • Writing across the curriculum (WAC) is an initiative in an institution 
to assist teachers across disciplines in using student writing as an 
instructional tool in their teaching. The program strives to improve 
student learning and critical thinking through writing and to help  
students learn the writing conventions of their disciplines. 

 • The WAC program is led by a director who, in most cases, holds a 
tenure-line faculty position (most of these directors are tenured) and 
who receives a reduction in teaching in order to administer the pro-
gram. The director commonly reports to an administrator at the rank 
of dean or higher; primary funding for the program comes from this 
administrative office.

 • The WAC program achieves its goals through offering workshops to 
groups of faculty on ways to improve teaching. Faculty seminars, in-
formal gatherings, and follow-up meetings after workshops are among 
other common activities. A significant minority of these programs also 
offer support for travel to pertinent conferences, encourage collabora-
tive research, and maintain in-house publications.

 • In most cases, these faculty-development activities support a curricu-
lum that requires students to write across disciplines, very frequently in 
courses designated “writing intensive” or by other labels that indicate 
attention to the program goals. The WAC program commonly works in 
concert with a writing center that directly serves students from across 
disciplines. Other offices, such as the library and technology services, 
often collaborate with the WAC program in fulfilling its mission.

How alive and well is WAC? In comparison with the healthy statistics from 
the McLeod and Shirley survey of 1987, WAC looks well indeed: a jump from 
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38 percent of 1,113 to 51 percent of 1,126 reporting institutions in the United 
States, as well as data in response to the other questions that support the rich, 
multifaceted definition above. Whereas many of the programs reported on in 
1987 no longer exist, many more schools have built programs in the succeeding 
years, and another 152 beyond the 568 reporting a WAC presence have plans 
to begin programs. Meanwhile, WAC/WID scholarship grows and diversifies.

Of course, in the midst of an economic recession, with news of cutbacks 
and furloughs coming daily, it is perhaps unwise to predict continuing health. 
After all, WAC is still a 50–50 option in American higher education—and a 
distinct minority presence in the community college—and, as a program that 
depends on the co-operation of more stable entities (i.e., departments and 
deans’ and provosts’ offices), can rather easily be diminished, if not eliminated. 
Still, the record of the past twenty years, replete with its own periodic reces-
sions, has been one of growth for WAC, and the current statistics bode well for 
a healthy, if not always illness-free, future.

VI. New and Continuing Questions for Research
Certainly, the current survey is only a partial, even if reasonably helpful, foray 
toward an understanding of the broad picture of WAC and WID. Throughout 
this essay, we have been pointing out new questions that spring from the data 
and continuing questions that need further probing. Among these are the 
following:

 1. While survey data show that most programs have found ways to change 
leaders, despite the lack of set terms and established procedures, we 
don’t know how these changes have been managed. Thus, “How do 
WAC programs change leaders? Have there evolved a small set of ways 
that might be used as models for such transfer?”

 2.  More than a third of all WAC programs have a policymaking, cross-de-
partmental writing committee, but we know little about the functions 
of these committees, their specific makeup, how members are chosen, 
nor their power to shape policy. 

 3.  We did not attempt in this survey to collect the inevitably complex, 
confusing data on size and elements of budgets for WAC, as explained 
earlier. But in difficult economic times it may be especially important 
for new and continuing leaders to have a variety of models on which to 
design proposals. We would welcome a careful study focused on this 
issue alone.
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We will continue to mine the data we already have in regard to other questions: 
such as the relationship between amount of release time and the complexity of a 
program, breakdown of statistics in all categories by type of institution, analysis 
of the data we have for the “now”/“at one time”/“none” options, and so forth. In 
particular regard to the issue of sustainability, Porter has just launched a new 
survey among our respondents that looks more closely at how WAC directors 
describe change in their programs and how they define and measure success.

We are sure that other scholars’ interest will be piqued by individual sta-
tistics in this essay or by the trends we’ve attempted to discern, and they will 
then carry on the systematic data gathering and analysis. We look forward to 
hearing ideas from others and helping as we can.

Notes

1. “Writing across the curriculum” was used in the title of the influential book by 
Nancy Martin et al., Writing and Learning across the Curriculum, 11–16, published in 
England in 1976 (still available from Boynton/Cook Heinemann). The first organiz-
ing meeting of a “WAC Network” occurred in 1979 at the Annual Convention of the 
National Council of Teachers of English. The earliest “national” anthology of WAC 
articles was that edited by C. Williams Griffin, Teaching Writing in All Disciplines. 
See McLeod and Soven, Composing a Community, for a range of perspectives from 
early WAC developers.

2. Results from that survey are not reported in this article.

3. See the Appendix for the complete survey.

4. Because we are comparing our survey responses with those of McLeod and 
Shirley’s 1987 survey, which included a few Canadian responses, we include the 
Canadian institutions in one row of Table 1. Of the 1,126 identified U.S. institutions 
responding to the survey, 568 have a WAC program in place. For the rest of this 
article, our statistical tables include only the U.S. institutions responding to the 
survey. We also received responses from 134 institutions that did not include an 
institution name or location, 30 of which report having a WAC program. However, 
since we do not know whether they are U.S. or Canadian institutions, they are not 
included in our analysis of U.S. WAC programs in this article.

5. For detailed definitions see Farris and Smith; Townsend.

6. For example, see Bean; Fulwiler; Young; Thaiss; Anson; Griffin; Hedengren; 
McLeod (Strengthening); McLeod and Soven (WAC); and McLeod, Miraglia, Soven, 
and Thaiss.

7. Kathleen Blake Yancey and Brian Huot’s edited volume, Assessing Writing across 
the Curriculum: Diverse Approaches and Practices, was published in 1997; a chapter 
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on assessment in the volumes on WAC program structure did not appear until 
2001: see Condon. 
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Appendix

Survey of Programs in Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC) and Writing in 
Disciplines (WID)
This survey of U.S. and Canadian institutions resides on the International WAC/WID 
Mapping Project website, <http://mappingproject.ucdavis.edu>. Since data collection 
closed in June 2008, the survey is no longer available for new responses. The original 
instructions read as follows.  
 We would appreciate your taking a few minutes of your time to complete the 
following set of questions about the present or past involvement of your institution 
in WAC-related activities. This survey is being sent to almost all institutions of higher 
education in the U.S. and Canada, our aim to derive a fuller picture of WAC program 
activity than at any previous time. (A separate survey is being conducted among higher 
education institutions in other countries.) When survey results are published, they 
will help institutions and faculty understand trends in program design, emphasis, and 
administration. 
 As of June 2008, we have received almost 1,300 responses to this survey.
 If your institution has multiple campuses (and you feel that your responses vary 
across campuses), please tell us.

Does your institution have an initiative or program dedicated to student writing across 
disciplines, e.g., WAC or “writing in the disciplines” (WID)?
___Yes     ___No 
 
Did your institution have in the past an initiative or program dedicated to student writ-
ing across disciplines, e.g., WAC or “writing in the disciplines” (WID)?
___Yes    ___No 
 
Type of Institution: 
___Community College (cc)   ___M.A.-granting university (MA)
___Four-year College (4 yr)   ___PhD-granting university (PhD) 
     ___Other:
 
If you said “yes,” please complete the rest of the survey or give it to the most appropriate 
person. If “no,” does your institution have plans to begin such a program? 
___Yes     ___No 
 
Comments: 

Contact Information: 
Contact name:
Title (e.g., director of):
Department: 
Institution (required):
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Address:
Phone:
Email:
Number of Students in Institution 
Name(s) of Your WAC-relevant Program(s):
Web Address of Relevant Program(s): 

1. Program leader primarily reports to: 
___Department Chair   ___Academic Vice President
___College or Division Head  ___Other:

2. Program category at present (check all that apply): 
___Writing across the curriculum  ___WAC emphasis in writing center 
       (WAC)/writing in the disciplines  ___WAC in course models
___Writing and speaking across the  ___Other:  
       curriculum (CAC) 

3. Number of years program has been in existence: 
___Just starting    ___11–15 years
___1–5 years    ___more than 15
___6–10 years 

4a. Number of years current director has led program: 

4b. Course release for program leader. Course(s) per year: 

4c. Academic rank of program leader: 
___Associate/Full Professor   ___Administrative Faculty
___Assistant Professor   ___Part-time, Non-tenure line
___Full-time, Non-tenure line  ___Other:

5. Program emphases (check all that apply): 
___Writing and/or speaking to learn  ___Applying new technologies to learning
___Learning disciplinary conventions  ___Critical thinking
       of writing and/or speaking  ___Proficiency in standard written English
___Preparing students for the workplace ___Other:

6. Sources of program funding (check all that apply): 
___Internal—department   ___External—government agency
___Internal—college or division  ___External—foundation or private donor
___Internal—central administration  ___Other:
___Internal—cross-college system 
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7. Components of faculty development (check all that apply): 
___A faculty seminar   ___Collaborative faculty research projects
___Faculty workshops   ___Program-sponsored travel to conferences
___Follow-up interview or meeting with  ___In-house program-related publication(s) 
       faculty    ___Other:
___Informal but regular gatherings 

8. Participation in program by (check all that apply): 
___Writing center 
___Writing Fellows or TA’s 
___An all-university writing and/or writing and speaking committee 
___Writing and/or writing and speaking committee with internal and external members 
___Technology support and instruction 
___Library/research instruction 
___Other:

9. Importance of electronic technology in teaching in your program: 
___Important in the institution but not essential in your program 
___Important in the institution and essential in your program 
___Not important in the institution but essential in your program 
___Minimally or not important 

10. Curricular elements of WAC program 
WAC or CAC first-year composition course 
___Now  ___At one time ___None
Lower-division writing-intensive courses taught in other departments (including first 
year seminars):
___Now  ___At one time ___None
Upper-division writing-intensive courses taught by English Department or composition 
program faculty for students across disciplines
___Now  ___At one time ___None
Upper-division writing-intensive courses taught in other departments
___Now  ___At one time ___None
Writing classes attached to courses in other discipline
___Now  ___At one time ___None
Other:
___Now  ___At one time ___None

11. Program assessment (check all that apply): 
___Ongoing formal assessment by institutional committee 
___State or regional mandated assessment 
___Assessment explicitly targets student writing proficiency 
___Assessment explicitly targets faculty development components 
___Other:
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12. Comments (optional):

Thank you! Would you like to be notified of results when published? 
___Yes  ___No 

Chris Thaiss
Chris Thaiss is Clark Kerr Presidential Chair and director of the University Writing 
Program at the University of California, Davis. He coordinates the International 
Network of Writing across the Curriculum Programs. With an international team, 
he is studying the shapes and ambitions of writing programs in higher education 
worldwide. 

Tara Porter
Tara Porter is at the University of California, Davis, working on a PhD in educa-
tion with a designated emphasis in writing, rhetoric, and composition studies. She 
teaches in the University Writing Program.
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